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this challenge by integrating relevant properties of two
different, yet important, paradigms in this contextVdataflow
and message passing interface (MPI). Dataflow is a widely
used modeling paradigm for signal processing applications,
while MPI is an established communication interface in the
general-purpose processor community. SPI is targeted toward
computation-intensive signal processing applications, and due
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I . INTRODUCTION
The complexity of embedded smart camera systems is
increasing rapidly, intensifying the need for multiprocessor implementation to meet execution time constraints.
A class of important system-on-chip (SoC) architectures is
emerging that provides advanced support for such
embedded applications. These architectures are composed
of heterogeneous subsystems, including CPUs, embedded
memory, memory interfaces, and specialized I/O interfaces, along with application-specific intellectual property
(IP) cores. However, the growing complexity of both the
applications and the SoC platforms has made the job of
design and implementation of such systems extremely
difficult. One of the key challenges in this regard is the
issue of communication between the different heterogeneous processing units.
In the domain of general-purpose processing, the most
widely known endeavor in this regard is the message
0018-9219/$25.00  2008 IEEE
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passing interface (MPI) protocol [1]. The main advantage
of MPI is that it is portableVMPI has been implemented
for a wide range of architectures ([2], [5], [12]), and each
implementation is typically optimized for the hardware on
which it runs. Although MPI provides various features and
various forms of flexibility, it has significant drawbacks
especially in the context of embedded processing systems.
Most importantly, since it is designed for general-purpose
multiprocessor applications, MPI cannot leverage optimizations obtained by exploiting characteristics specific to
the embedded application domain. Also, MPI is mainly
intended for computer clusters, and does not scale well for
SoC platforms.
The research work presented in this paper is focused at
multiple levels, including the development of a suitable
protocol and communication interface, and the derivation
of an efficient implementation of this interface for generic
signal processing applications. As mentioned earlier, smart
camera applicationsVan important class of applications in
the domain of signal processingVare increasingly being
characterized by their computational intensity and distributed signal processing properties, and their real-time
requirements have started creating a strong demand for
sophisticated multiprocessor implementation. The new
communication interface presented in this paper, called
the signal passing interface (SPI) attempts to address this
demand by integrating relevant properties of two different
yet important paradigms in this contextVdataflow and
MPI. SPI is targeted towards signal processing applications, and through careful specialization, it is streamlined
for embedded implementation in this domain. It attempts
to overcome the overheads incurred by the use of MPI for
signal processing applications by carefully integrating
concepts of MPI with coarse-grain dataflow modeling
and useful properties of interprocessor communication
(IPC) that arise in this dataflow context. The resulting
integration provides a new, more intuitive and easy-to-use
paradigm for multiprocessor implementation of signal
processing applications. A preliminary version of SPI was
introduced earlier in [26].
Of the various signal-processing-oriented dataflow
models of computation, synchronous dataflow (SDF) is a
particularly popular one because of its static nature, which
leads to compile-time predictability and potential for
extensive analysis and optimization. Hence, the underlying
dataflow model in SPI is SDF. However, SDF does not
allow dynamic rates of data transaction between different
subsystems in a dataflow graph, thereby limiting its
applicability. A significant number of smart camera
applications do not conform to the rigid dataflow structure
imposed by SDF semantics. For example, consider a
multiple-camera object tracking system. In such a setup,
each camera typically communicates with other cameras at
runtime to exchange and update data. The values of this
data and, more importantly, the overall volume of the data
cannot be determined statically since they depend on the

current video input. Thus, to implement an effective
communication interface for the smart camera domain, it
is imperative to allow some amount of dynamic behavior
and hence to look beyond conventional SDF for our
proposed interface.
In this paper, we present the concept of variable token
size (VTS)Vearlier supported implicitly by various forms
of dynamic dataflowVas an explicit modeling tool to apply
efficient and intuitive SDF techniques to certain kinds of
dynamic dataflow behavior. This concept is integrated into
SPI to enable efficient handling of dynamic behavior in
subsystems that need such flexibility, while static-datafloworiented subsystems are handled using conventional, fixedtoken-size SDF semantics.
A significant motivation for using SDF in SPI is to
exploit the powerful optimization techniques that are
enabled by design and synthesis using SDF. One such
technique is resynchronization. Resynchronization is used
in the context of multiprocessor implementation of SDF
graphs for reducing synchronization overhead between
processors. Until now, this technique has been mainly
used for shared-memory systems. Through the SPI
framework, the concept of resynchronization is extended
to distributed memory systems, and corresponding
optimizations are incorporated into SPI.
An interface definition is incomplete without an
optimized implementation. Hence, we have developed
two different SPI library implementations. An SPI library
consists of special communication-related, functional
modules (communication actors) that take care of message
passing and implementing the various synchronization and
buffer management protocols for correct functioning of an
SPI-based system. These special modules ensure that the
communication part of a system is completely isolated
from the computation part. As a first demonstration of SPI,
we developed a software-based SPI library using MPI as
the communication layer [26]. Subsequently, we developed a hardware description language (HDL) realization of
the SPI library that supports VTS, and realized the
functionality of this library on the Xilinx Virtex-4 fieldprogrammable gate array (FPGA) platform. A preliminary
version of this library was introduced in [27]. In this paper,
a more comprehensive development is provided, along
with new communication buffer optimization strategies
for more efficient library implementation.
Smart camera applications not only include image
processing systems but often involve voice and speech
applications as well. A typical example is a conference
room that employs smart cameras to capture streaming
video of the speaker in the room as well as microphones to
record and transmit the voice. The applicationsVface
detection and speech compressionVthat we have used in
our experiments for this paper reflect this multimodal
characteristic. The results of these experiments show the
efficiency of the SPI interface and its implementation, as
well as its robustness in handling dynamic behavior.
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II. RELATED WORK
With an increasing shift toward heterogeneous hardware/
software platforms, the need for improved parallel software
has been correspondingly increasing. To this end, the most
popular programming paradigm supported by most multiprocessor machines has been MPI [13]. Due to various
drawbacks in MPI, however, alternative protocols have been
proposed, such as message passing using the parallel vector
machine (PVM) [31], extensions to the C language in unified
parallel C (UPC) [8], and in recent years, OpenMP [10] for
shared memory architectures. However, all of these are
software techniques target general-purpose applications,
and are not tuned towards the signal processing domain.
In terms of hardware, a wide variety of architectures for
optimized implementation of communication networks
have been explored as well. An efficient communication
mechanism for Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD)
processors was proposed in [14]. An architecture that
integrates communication and computation in hardware is
shown in [28]. A system-oriented approach as shown in [32],
where communication for the Eindhoven multiprocessor
system (EMPS) is presented that utilizes a truly distributed
interrupt mechanism available to operating system primitives for message passing and remote procedure calls. A
review of various practical hardware implementations of
communication mechanisms is provided by Henry in [18].
Henry also proposes a novel mechanism that directly couples
hardware with applications by bypassing intermediate
operating system handling [18]. In recent years, specialized
interfaces and middleware for signal processing applications
have come into focus as well (e.g., see [9], [17]).
However, the above body of work does not address the
need for a standardized interface that is portable over
different platforms, while retaining application-domainspecific optimizations, particularly in the field of signal
processing. The broad range of signal processing applications includes many computation- intensive applications,
such as those for processing image and video signals. Due
to their real-time processing requirements, smart camera
systems are among the most important candidates for
multiprocessor implementation. With the advent of
distributed smart camera systems ([1], [6]), the need for
effective communication has increased further. In this
work, this gap is addressed systematically through a novel
communication interface that integrates applicationspecific streamlining with a system-level approach to yield
an intuitive and efficient IPC system for computationintensive smart camera applications.

III . BACKGROUND
A. Dataflow-Based Modeling of Signal
Processing Systems
The format of coarse-grain dataflow graphs is one of the
most natural and intuitive modeling paradigms for signal
1578

Fig. 1. Model for implementing the SDF graph on the left on a
two-processor system and the new SDF graph.

processing systems (e.g., see [21], [29]). In dataflow, a
program is represented as a directed graph in which the
nodes (called actors) correspond to computational modules,
and data (encapsulated as tokens) is passed between actors
through first-in first-out (FIFO) queues that correspond to
the edges of the graph. Actors can fire (perform their
respective computations) when sufficient data is available
on their input edges. Delays on edges represent initial
tokens and specify dependencies between iterations of the
actors in iterative execution. When dataflow is applied to
represent signal processing applications, actors can have
arbitrary complexity. Typical signal processing actors are
finite and infinite impulse response filters, fast Fourier
transform computations, and decimators.
When dataflow is used to model signal processing
applications for parallel computation, four important
classes of multiprocessor implementation can be realized:
fully static, self-timed, static assignment, and fully
dynamic methods [22]. Among these classes, the selftimed method is often the most attractive option for
embedded multiprocessors due to its ability to exploit the
relatively high degree of compile-time predictability in
signal processing applications, while also being robust with
regards to actor execution times that are not exactly known
or that may exhibit occasional variations [29]. For this
reason, we target our SPI methodology to the self-timed
scheduling model, although adaptations of the methodology to other scheduling models is feasible and is an
interesting topic for further investigation.

B. The Signal Passing Interface
The FIFO buffers associated with edges in a dataflow
graph queue tokens that are passed from the output of one
actor to the input of another. When an actor is executed, it
consumes a certain number of tokens from each of its
inputs, and produces a certain number of tokens on its
outputs. The SDF model is a restricted form of dataflow in
which the number of tokens consumed/produced by an
actor on each input/output port is constant. For a given
dataflow graph, SPI inserts a pair of special actors (called
SPI actors) for sending and receiving associated IPC data
whenever an edge exists between actors that are assigned
to two different processors [26], as shown in Fig. 1.
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The static properties of SDF together with self-timed
scheduling provide important opportunities for streamlining
of interprocessor communication. This leads to the following differences between SPI and MPI implementations.
• In MPI, a send message contains the identifier (ID)
of the destination actor. In SPI, instead, the message
contains the ID of the corresponding edge of the
graph.
• In the static version of SPI, unlike MPI, there is no
need to specify the size of the buffer associated with
a message. Once a valid schedule is generated for
the graph, all the edge buffer sizes are known, and
hence, the edge ID can be used to determine the
buffer size. Although buffer overflow conditions
may occur if one of the processors produces data at
a faster rate than the corresponding consumer
processor consumes it, these conditions can be
systematically eliminated in SPI through appropriate buffer synchronization protocols [26].
• SPI allows only nonblocking calls as opposed to
provisions in MPI. Any buffer overwriting or race
conditions are avoided by the self-timed execution
model, which enforces that 1) any actor can begin
execution only after all its input edges have
sufficient data, and 2) each actor is implemented
on one processor only, and not distributed across
multiple processors.

IV. VI RTUAL T OKEN SIZE (VTS) M ODEL
As mentioned in Section III, a significant limitation of SDF
is that it does not allow dynamic variation in token size. In
this section, we propose the concept of VTS to deal with
dynamically varying data rates encountered in various
signal processing applications. In dynamic dataflow, the
production/consumption rates of an actor may change at
run time depending on current or previous values of its
input data. Dynamic dataflow originates at dynamic ports.
An actor is called dynamic if at least one of its ports is
dynamic. General dynamic dataflow, with no a priori
information about the dynamic behavior, has high
overhead and low predictability for synthesis of efficient
real-time implementations, since, for example, this
requires fully dynamic memory management.
Our approach to accommodating a significant degree of
dynamic dataflow is through the use of variable token sizes,
while maintaining static production/consumption rates of
actors in terms of the numbers of tokens that are produced or
consumed. Furthermore, to enable static memory allocation,
we require that an upper bound on the token size is specified
for each dynamic port. VTS provides a mechanism to
Brepack[ tokens in such a way that the new (Bpacked[)
tokens flow at static rates, in situations where the underlying
raw (Bunpacked[) tokens were flowing at dynamic rates.
Consider actors A and B in Fig. 2. The production rate of
edge ðA; BÞ varies dynamically but has an upper bound of 8.

Fig. 2. SDF graph with dynamic data rates and corresponding VTS
conversion.

Similarly, the consumption rate varies with an upper limit
of 10. These varying rates can be captured using variable
token sizes. Thus, A has a production rate of x with a token
size of 1 and B has a consumption rate of y with token size
of 1, where x has an upper bound of 8 and y has an upper
bound of 10. If by application of the above principle to all
possible edges, a consistent graph is obtained, then
bounded memory for all the edge buffers can be
guaranteed. We call such a conversion VTS conversion of
the original dataflow graph. The edge buffer memory for
this simple edge is 10; with this consideration, all
SDF-based optimizations can be applied on the new converted graph. A more detailed method for computing the
bound on edge buffer memory is derived later in this section.
However, it may be noted, that a VTS conversion may
not be always possible, like in the case shown in Fig. 3. In
this graph, consider the situation when actor A produces
nonzero number of tokens on edge eAB but no token (zero
tokens) on edge eAC ; actor B will be able to fire but actor C
will not be able to fire thereby preventing actor from D
firing. This would cause unbounded accumulation of tokens
on edge eBD and hence unbounded memory requirements.
An upper bound on the total size of the packed tokens
on an edge e is required to ensure bounded buffer memory
using VTS. This may be computed as follows. Let csdf ðeÞ be
an SDF buffer bound of e, i.e., an upper bound on the

Fig. 3. Example showing how VTS may cause unbounded buffer
memory requirements.
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buffer size of e in terms of the maximum number tokens
that coexist on e at any given time. csdf ðeÞ can be computed
using any of the existing techniques for computing SDF
buffer bounds (e.g., see [29], [30]) and is computed on the
graph after VTS conversion, so it is computed on a pure
SDF graph. The total size of packed tokens is then given as
cðeÞ ¼ csdf ðeÞ  bmax ðeÞ

(1)

where bmax ðeÞ is the maximum number of bytes in a packed
token associated with e in the VTS conversion. In our
application of VTS, we require that the bound bmax ðeÞ
exists and is known in advance. When the bound exists, it
can be determined from any available bound on the
maximum variable data rate for a port (e.g., the bound on x
in Fig. 2) times the maximum number of bytes in a single
raw (unpacked) token for the port.
The IPC buffer bounds, as computed in [29], now gets
modified to
BðeÞ ¼ ððsrcðeÞ; snkðeÞÞ þ delayðeÞÞ  cðeÞ

(2)

where BðeÞ is the upper bound on the IPC buffer size, G is
the total delay on a minimum-delay path directed from
srcðeÞ to snkðeÞ, delayðeÞ is the initial delay on edge e, and
cðeÞ is as defined (1).
In terms of implementation of VTS in the context of
SPI, there have to be provisions for notifying the receiving
actor of the token size of the current tokens being sent.
This can be done either by transmitting a token size header
or by using a special delimiter that is then used by the
receiver to determine the length of the message. The most
efficient method to use is dependent on the implementation platform. For example, if the final target is an FPGA
(as in our case), using a delimiter can be expensive as it
would then involve extra operations on the receiver side to
determine the length of the message. Thus, sending the
size using a field in the header of the message is much
more efficient.
Note that VTS conversion of a graph requires that actors
operate in terms of packed tokens, and this mode of
operation can in general result in actors that have
unbounded storage requirements for their internal state.
Thus, to ensure overall bounded memory for an application,
it must be ensured that the actors themselves operate
within bounded memory (e.g., by disallowing dynamic
memory allocation within actor implementations). Our
preliminary experiments, however, indicate that in practice, VTS conversion can be performed for useful applications in conjunction with bounded memory actor
implementation, and therefore the technique can be an
important technique to consider when encountering
dynamic dataflow behavior.
1580

A. Related Work on VTS
Many extensions to the SDF model have been proposed
to broaden the range of applications that can be
represented while maintaining the compile-time predictability properties of SDF as much as possible. Well-behaved
stream flowgraphs (WBSFGs), proposed by Gao et al. [15],
allow the use of non-SDF dynamic actors for modeling
conditionals and data-dependent iteration, but in a
restricted fashion such that the model retains the key
predictability properties of SDF. In Buck’s Boolean dataflow (BDF) [7], the number of tokens produced or
consumed by an actor on an edge is either fixed, or is a
two-valued function of a control token present on a control
terminal of the same actor. Integration of reactive behavior
with dataflow (reactive process networks) to capture the
interaction between reactive and streaming components in
multimedia applications has been introduced by Geilen
and Basten [16].
The VTS approach developed in this paper differs from
the above models by providing an explicit way to allow
dynamic token transfer rates within the SDF framework.
Bounded dynamic dataflow (BDDF), introduced by
Pankert et al. [24], allows arbitrary data rates as long as an
upper bound is specified for the data rate of each dynamic
port. Our application of VTS is similar to BDDF in the sense
that it requires bounds on dynamic behavior. However, in
our approach, dynamic behavior is captured by varying token
sizes instead of varying data ratesVi.e., repacking of tokens
at dynamic-rate ports to enforce SDF behavior. Thus, in
contrast with BDDF, we can apply SDF-based analysis
techniques to our VTS-based system representations.
Kahn process networks (KPNs) [19] provide another
modeling paradigm that is popular for signal processing.
The KPN model of computation is closely related to
dataflow, and in the context of signal processing, the terms
are sometimes used interchangeably. Since the current
version of SPI exploits static predictability properties of
SDF and associated inter-processor communication strategies, and these properties are not present in the general
KPN model, SPI cannot be used in conjunction with
arbitrary KPN representations. However, integration of
SPI with KPNVespecially, restricted versions of KPN that
are more amenable to formal analysis (e.g., see [11])Vis a
promising direction for future work.

V. SYNCHRONI ZATION GRAPH
MODELING
The SPI methodology uses the synchronization graph
model, which is a graph-theoretic model for analyzing the
performance and synchronization structure of a self-timed
multiprocessor implementation [3]. In this section, we
develop a precise definition of the synchronization graph
for SPI in the context of distributed memory systems, and
the associated resynchronization technique to reduce
synchronization overhead.
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An IPC edge in Gipc represents both data communication and synchronization functions. The synchronization
graph GS , derived from Gipc , shows synchronization
constraints only. Initially GS is identical to Gipc . However,
resynchronization modifies the synchronization graph by
adding and deleting synchronization edges. The synchronization graph construction depends on the underlying
target platform (e.g., shared memory [3] or domain specific
[20]). Thus, the construction of such a graph is a general
part of SPI methodology.

Fig. 4. Example of derivation of an IPC graph from an
application graph.

A. Synchronization and SPI
The SPI_BBS and SPI_UBS protocols derived earlier
[26] in the context of shared memory systems provide
buffer synchronizations between the sender and receiver
side. Here BBS and UBS stand for bounded buffer and
unbounded buffer synchronization, respectively. These
protocols were modified slightly for better optimization in
the context of SPI for distributed memory systems to lead
to SPI_BBS and SPI_UBS protocols [26]. If it can be
guaranteed that a buffer will not exceed a predetermined
size, then the SPI_BBS protocol is used. The SPI_UBS
protocol is used when it cannot be guaranteed statically
that an IPC buffer will not overflow through any
admissible sequence of send/receive operations on the
buffer. Note that the protocols remain invariant in case any
of the interprocessor edges uses VTS, since that is already
encapsulated in the header of the message.
B. Synchronization Graph
Given the dataflow graph for an application G and a
multiprocessor schedule for G, we derive a data structure
called the IPC graph Gipc by instantiating a vertex for each
task, connecting an edge from each task to the task that
succeeds it on the same processor, and adding an edge
that has unit delay from the last task on each processor to
the first task on the same processor. Also, for each edge
ðx; yÞ in G that connects tasks that execute on different
processors, an IPC edge is instantiated in Gipc from x to y.
Fig. 4 shows an application graph and how the corresponding IPC graph is derived using processor assignment/
actor ordering. Each edge ðvj ; vi Þ in Gipc represents the
constraint

startðvj ; vk Þ  end vj ; k  delayðvj ; vi Þ

(3)

where startðvj ; vk Þ and endðvj ; kÞ represent the time at
which invocation k of actor vj begins and completes
execution, respectively.

C. Resynchronization
The process of adding one or more new synchronization
edges and removing any redundant synchronization edges
that result is called resynchronization. Resynchronization
exploits the well-known observation that in a given
multiprocessor implementation, certain synchronization
operations may be redundant in the sense that their
associated sequencing requirements are ensured by other
synchronizations in the system. The goal of resynchronization is to introduce new synchronizations in such a way that
the number of additional synchronizations that become
redundant exceeds the number of new synchronizations that
are added, and thus the net synchronization cost is reduced.
Fig. 5 (adapted from [29]) illustrates how this concept
can be used to reduce the total number of synchronizations
in a multiprocessor implementation. Here, the dashed edges
represent synchronization edges. Observe that if we insert
the new synchronization edge d0 ðC; HÞ, then two of the
original synchronization edgesVðB; GÞ and ðE; JÞVbecome
redundant and can be removed.
SPI-based implementation of a system that uses the
SPI_UBS protocol can result in multiple redundant
acknowledgments which increases the synchronization
overhead. These overheads can be removed by careful and
systematic application of resynchronization to the complete system. Thus, resynchronization for SPI-based
implementation involves removal of redundant acknowledgment edges for SPI actors. In our HDL-based SPI library
implementation, the corresponding actors do not implement synchronization acknowledgments, thereby implementing the SPI_BBS protocol. This technique is further
illustrated using a practical application in Section VI-C.

VI . E X P ER I M EN T S
Experiments were carried out with two applications: a face
detection application and a speech compression using
linear predictive coding (LPC). In this section, we present
details on our SPI library implementation and the targeted
applications, as well as on the system design and
implementation of the applications using SPI.

A. SPI Library Implementation
To accommodate static as well as dynamic behavior, we
propose a two-phase SPI interface consisting of SPI_static
Vol. 96, No. 10, October 2008 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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Fig. 5. An example of resynchronization.

relatively inexpensive and more efficient. Also, in our
targeted implementations, the message datatype for all
communication edges is known at compile time, and hence
need not be included in the message header.

and SPI_dynamic components. SPI_static handles the static
communication part, i.e., communication between subsystems whose behavior is determined before run-time and
follows the format introduced in the preliminary version of
SPI [26]. For edges that exhibit dynamic communication
behavior, SPI_dynamic is used. However, there are
limitations to the range of dynamic behavior that can be
encompassed. The most important restriction is that the
communication edges should be known before run-time
and they cannot vary at run-time. Once this is fixed,
varying data rates can be supported by using VTS, given an
upper bound on the variation, as described in Section IV.
The first library was implemented in software and used
an underlying MPI layer for communication [26]. A new
FPGA library for SPI was developed later using the Xilinx
System Generator. SPI_init, SPI_send and SPI_receive
actors for both SPI_static and SPI_dynamic were implemented. The message header for SPI_static consists of the
ID of the interprocessor edge only while that of
SPI_dynamic also contains the message size. Note that
for SPI_dynamic, the need for a message header can be
eliminated by using an appropriate delimiter. However, for
FPGA implementation, use of such header space is

1) Communication Buffer Usage Optimization: An important consideration in the library implementation is how
the communication buffering is implemented. Two
possible buffering strategies are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
The first method (buffer strategy 1) clearly provides
memory savings since only one buffer is used. However,
this can lead to blocking on the part of the sending actor A
as it needs to receive an acknowledgment to release the
buffer. In the second method (buffer strategy 2), this
problem is eliminated as long as it can be ensured that the
communication buffer does not overflowVa condition
ensured by the protocols employed by the SPI methodology. However, this comes at the cost of increased memory
as well as extra read and write operations. In the FPGAbased SPI library that has been implemented in this work,
experiments with the buffer strategy 1 was performed, since
on our experimental platform the extra cost of reading and
writing was expensive enough to overshadow the gains

Fig. 6. Communication buffer usage: buffer strategy 1.

Fig. 7. Communication buffer usage: buffer strategy 2.
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Fig. 10. Actor-to-processor assignment for face detection system.

Fig. 8. Algorithmic flow for face detection system.

obtained from more flexible parallelization execution (i.e.,
do the provision for nonblocking sending operations).
However, to analyze the differences in implementations,
comparison with the implementation using buffer strategy 2
was also performed. In general, both methods should be
considered for best performance, since the underlying
tradeoff is heavily platform-dependent.

B. Face Detection
Smart camera applications such as face detection are
good candidates for parallelization as they are computation
intensive, and at the same time inherently parallelizable. In
this work, a shape-based approach proposed by Moon et al.
[23] is used. Fig. 8 shows the complete flow of the employed
face detection algorithm. At the implementation level, this
system involves finding out correlations between a set of
ellipse-shaped masks with the image in which a face is to be
detected. Profiling results show that this operation (mask
correlation) is computationally the most expensive operation. However, this operation is parallelizable. The mask set
can be divided into subsets and each subset can be handled
by a single processor independent from the rest.
A coarse-grain dataflow model of the resulting face
detection system is shown in Fig. 9 for the case of three

Fig. 9. Coarse-grain dataflow model for face detection system.

processors for mask correlation, with the corresponding
actor-to-processor assignment shown in Fig. 10. Besides
using multiple processors for the correlation operation, we
use a separate processor to handle the required I/O
operations. The actors in the coarse-grain dataflow model
are explained as follows.
• Actor RI: Reads Image I and downsamples it.
• Actor BMi : Creates the mask set for PEi .
• Actor PEi : Computes correlation for mask set BMi
and image I and finds the local best match.
• Actor FR: Finalizes results by finding the best
match among all the local matches and marking
the outline.
This system consists of static operations only and hence
does not require VTS or SPI_dynamic. It was implemented
using our software SPI library. Our focus in these
experiments is on SPI only. However, to study how SPI
compares with MPI, a study was carried out earlier [26]
which showed that performance-wise SPI does as well or
better than MPI for the face detection system. The other
advantage provided by SPI is a streamlined library that
makes programming much simpler and easier compared to
MPI. Also, because of this DSP-based streamlining, it is
expected that a completely dedicated software implementation of SPI would result in a small communication library
which is extremely beneficial for embedded systems
having resource scarcity, while providing a standard
interface for communication with different kinds of target
platforms such as FPGAs. FPGAs are targets in the
experiment that we describe in the next section.

Fig. 11. Dataflow graph for speech compression system.
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Fig. 12. 3-PE architecture for error generation actor of speech
compression application.

C. Speech Compression
Linear predictive coding (LPC) is one of the most
powerful speech analysis techniques and a popular method
for encoding good-quality speech at a low bit rate; which
motivated us to choose it as the second application for our
experiments. The basic components of LPC consist of
framing, determination of predictor coefficients, and
coding. For the process of framing, the input signal for a
particular duration of time containing L samples is divided
into frames each of size N. Each frame is subjected to the
linear predictor, which generates predictor coefficients
that depends on the LPC model order M. These
coefficients are then used to determine the predicted
value of the input signal. The prediction error and its
coefficients are quantized, and this quantized data is
denoted as the compressed data. To retrieve the original
data in a lossless manner, a corresponding decompression
algorithm can be applied in which the predictor coefficients and error data are processed. For further details, the
reader is referred to [25].

The data flowgraph for this application is shown in
Fig. 11. The computational blocks are represented by the
actors A to E.
• Actor A: Reads a segment of input data and stores it
in a buffer.
• Actor B: Implements a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) operation on the input samples.
• Actor C: Performs LU decomposition for determining the predictor coefficients.
• Actor D: Generates the error on samples using
autoregressive (AR) model.
• Actor E: Implements Huffman coding on the error
samples.
Most of the actors have high computational intensity
and the FPGA hardware resources were not enough to fit a
multiprocessor version of the whole system. Thus, for this
application, we explore the parallelization of only the error
generation actor ðDÞ in hardware, while the rest of the
actors were implemented in software Thus, this experiment of SPI is in the context of an overall hardware/
software codesign solution.
Actor E requires the input samples as well as the
predictor coefficients for error computation. Since the
number of coefficients that depend on the model order M
and the size of the input frame are not known before runtime, this leads to dynamic data transactions and use of
SPI_dynamic. For processing elements (PEs) computing the
errors in parallel, each PE computes error dðN=nÞe values.
The system architecture for a 3-PE implementation of the
system is shown in Fig. 12. Each PEi performs error
calculation for the part of the frame that is sent to it. Note
that for the parallel version of error calculation, the input
frame is split into overlapping sections and each PE finds out
the error values corresponding to dðN=nÞe such sections.
The I/O interface for a given PE sends the predictor
coefficients and the input frame subsections to the PE and
receives the computed error values. Fig. 13 shows the

Fig. 13. Resynchronization for 3-PE implementation of error generation actor of speech compression application.
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Fig. 14. Execution time results for face detection system.

Fig. 16. Comparison of execution times for different buffer
implementations for speech compression system. Here input sample
size L ¼ 300.

synchronization graph before and after resynchronization is
performed. Here, the dashed edges represent synchronization edges. Note that the synchronization graph is
constructed by considering appropriate SPI_send and
SPI_receive actors jointly with their corresponding dataflow
actors. We do not show these SPI actors in the illustrated
synchronization graphs for purposes of clarity and also since
the main aim of the graph is to illustrate the synchronization
operations only.
The main aim of this particular experiment was to
demonstrate the flexibility of SPI with regards to target
platforms, i.e., SPI can be readily used in embedded
software as well as dedicated hardware with resource
constraints. Although new FPGAs are quite powerful with
special on-chip memory and support for DSP acceleration,
they are not always adequate for the kinds of computationand memory-intensive systems that are often encountered
in smart camera systems, thereby leading to critical
resource constraints for such applications [20]. For such
platforms, SPIVbesides being simple, intuitive, and
flexibleVcan provide a low-overhead communication
interface as shown by the results for the library size
(Figs. 17 and 18).

VII. RESULTS

(2xPIII-550 MHz) with 1-GB memory and 218 GB of disk
capacity. Each node had a 1-Gb link to the other nodes.
Two test benches involving 126 and 114 masks, each of
size 121191 and 127183 pixels, and image of size
128192 pixels were used. The execution time results for
the two test benches are shown in Fig. 14.
The hardware implementations experimented with
were designed using Xilinx System Generator version 9.1
and synthesized using Xilinx ISE 9.2. The target device
family was Virtex 4 with a speed grade 10. Although the
FPGA board could support a clock frequency of 500 MHz,
this frequency could not be attained in most cases. Fig. 15
shows the performance results that were obtained for the
error calculation module of the speech compression
system. Here, n represents the number of PEs used;
n ¼ 1 implies the serial implementation, and L is the input
frame size. In Fig. 16, comparison between implementations using different buffer strategies is shown for input
frame size of 300. Figs. 17 and 18 show the FPGA area
requirements for a 4-PE implementation of the speech
compression system using the different buffer strategies.
Clearly, for this implementation platform, buffer strategy 1
is a better choice both in terms of performance and
resource requirements.

The software implementation for the face detection system
was targeted towards multiprocessor platform consisting of
a combination of IBM Netfinity and Dell Poweredge
hardware nodes: each node was a dual-processor PIII-550

VI II . CONCLUSION

Fig. 15. Performance results for error generation module for speech

Fig. 17. FPGA resource requirements for a 4-PE implementation of
error generation module for speech compression system using buffer
strategy 1.

compression system using buffer strategy 2. L is the input frame size.

In this paper, a new, flexible and optimized communication interface for signal processing applications has been
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Fig. 18. FPGA resource requirements for a 4-PE implementation of
error generation module for speech compression system using
buffer strategy 2.

presented. SPI achieves significant streamlining and
associated advantages by integrating with the MPI
framework the properties of dataflow graph modeling,
synchronous dataflow analysis, and self-timed scheduling.
The novel concept of applying variable token sizes for
dynamic data-rate transactions between different actors in
a data flow graph has been presented, analyzed, and
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